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Brief facts:

Intelligence was received by the officers of AIU that two passengers would

be carrying Gold in paste form and that the same was attempted to be smuggled

into the country through Sardar Vallabbhai Patel International Airport (SVPIA),

Ahmedabad. Accordingly, the passengers namely Mr. Mohamed Wasique, holding

an Indian Passport Number No. 55616597 and Mr. Abdul Khadir Muazzam KoIa,

holding an Indian Passport Number No.26029938 (hereinafter referred to as the

'passengersJ who arrived at Sardar Vallabbhai Patel International Airport (SVPIA),

Ahmedabad from Dubai (UAE) by Emirates Flight EK 0538 on O8.12.2O2O were

identified from their passports and intercepted when they were about to exit

through the green channel for personal search and examination of their baggage

under panchnama proceedings dated O8.12.2O2O in the presence of two

independent Panch witnesses. Mr. Mohammed Wasique was carrying one Black

colour Bag as checked-in bag, one backpack bag and one polythelene bag as

handbags and Mr. Abdul Khadir Muazzam Kola was carrying one carton as

checked-in bag and one backpack bag as handbag.

2. The AIU officer asked Mr. Mohamed Wasique and Mr. Abdul Khadir Muazzam

Kola as to whether they were carrying any dutiable goods or foreign currency or

any restricted goods and whether they wished to declare before Customs

Authorities, in reply both the passengers denied and informed that they had

nothing to declare as they were not carrying any dutiable goods with them. All their

baggage (one Black colour bag as checked-in bag, one backpack bag and one

Polyethylene bag as handbags of Mr. Mohamed Wasique and one carton as

checked-in bags and one backpack bag as handbag of Mr. Abdul Khadir Muazzam

Kola) were subjected to X-Ray screening at the Baggage Screening Machine (BSM)

installed at the Green Channel counter. However, no unusual images were noticed

indicating anything objectionable was present in their baggage. The passengers

were asked to walk through the Door Frame Metal Detector (DFMD) installed near

Customs AIU counter in the Arrival Hall. Prior to passing through the said DFMD,

the passengers were asked to remove all the metallic objects they were wearing on

their body. The passenger readily removed all the metallic substances from their

body and placed it on the table. Thereafter, Mr. Mohamed Wasique was asked to

pass through the Door Frame Metal Detector (DFMD). No beep sound was

generated by the DFMD machine indicating that no metallic things were present

on person of the passenger. He was again asked to pass through the DFMD

machine and again no beep sound was generated by the DFMD machine indicating

that no metallic things were present on person ofthe passenger. Further the second

passenger Mr. Abdul Khadir Muazzam Kola was asked to pass through the DFMD

machine and no beep sound was generated which indicated that no metallic things
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were present on the person of the passenger. He was again asked to pass through

the DFMD machine, however, no beep sound was generated.

3. Thereafter, the passengers were taken to the AIU office located at opposite ol
Belt No. 5, in arrival Hall of SVPI Airport, Ahmedabad and there on repeated

questioning and interrogation, the passengers linally confessed that they

individually were carrying gold in paste form in four capsules each in their rectum.

Thereafter, Mr. Mohamed Wasique :ind Mr. Abdul Khadir Muazzam Kola removed

four capsules each wrapped with different colour adhesive tapes (to give the shape

ol Capsules) from their rectum. On being asked the passengers accepted that the

said capsules consisted of gold in paste form and further admitted that on arrival

they did not want to declare the same to Customs so that they could clear it illicitly.

3. Based on the primary inference, the Government Approved Valuer Shri

Devang Soni, was called upon for examining the authenticity and purity of the said

Semi Solid Paste who in turn asked the officer to bring the said substance to his

workshop as the process of extraction can be carried out there only. On completion

of the extraction process as detailed in panchnama dated O8.I2.2O2O , t}:,e

Government Approved Valuer submitted the valuation report (Annexure-'A- 1 & B I'
and Annexure - A-2 & B2J both dated 08.12.2020, wherein, it was stated that out

of 04 capsules containing gold paste weighing 663.600 grams recovered from Mr.

Abdul Khadir Muazzam Kola, 599.540 grams of 24Kt. gold bar of purity 999.0 was

extracted having value of Rs. 30,84,933/- (Rupee Thirty Lakhs Eighty Four

Thousand Nine Hundred and Thity Three only) [Market Value] and Rs. 26,06,524 /-
(Rupee Twenty Six Lakhs Six Thousand Pive Hundred and Twent5r Four only) [Tariff
Valuel and out of 04 capsules containing gold paste weighing 662.4OO recovered

from Mr. Mohamed Wasique, 595.370 grams of 24Kt. gold bar of purity 999.O was

extracted havlng value of Rs. Rs. 30,63,4761- (Rupee Thirty Lakhs Sixty Three

Thousand Four Hundred and Sevent5r Six only) [Market Value] and Rs. 25,88,395 / -

(Rupee Twenty Five Lakhs Eighty Eight Thousand Three Hundred and Ninety Pive

only) fTariff Value], calculated as per the Notification No. 107/ 2O2o-Customs (N.T.)

dated 13/11l2O2O (Goid Tariff) and Notification No. lo5/2O2O-Customs (N.T.)

dated 05/ 1l l2O2O (Exchange Rate). The said impugned gold along with the

packing material, i.e. biack, Blue, Red, White coloured adhesive tapes used for

packing and concealment of the said gold paste, were placed under seizure vide

panchnama drawn on 08.12.2O2O under reasonable belief that the said goods were

smuggled into India and was liable for confiscation.

4. Statement of Mr. Abdul Khadir Muazzam Kola was recorded on 08/ l2l2O2O

under Section 1O8 of the Customs Act, 1962 [RUD No.- 04], wherein he interalia

stated that :
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, His date of birth was 10/09/ 1987 and educational qualification was

Engineering Diploma (Mechanical Engineering) and could read, write and

understand Urdu, Bhatkal, English and Hindi languages. His mobile No was

+9l-9986280641 and he was engaged in business of trading of readymade

garments; that he was doing business of readymade garments from his home

and did not have any office or shop and also visiting Dubai and Sharjah for

business opportunities.

,, He stated that he have travelled to UAE (Dubai, Sharjah, etc) in the past for

exploring business and undertaken trips from his own personal savings; that
in the present case he had travelled to Dubai on 18/ 11l2O2O and returned

to India on 8th December, 2020 through Ahmedabad Airport on Emirates

Flight EK O538. The tickets for the present trip were also purchased by him

through the travel agent.

> That he had visited Dubai specilicaliy for purchasing readymade Garments

and had found reasonable business opportunity in readymade Garments in

past. However, due to COVID-19 situation business of readymade Garment

had slowed down and not profitable as expected; that in Dubai he came in

contact with one Mr. Fahim through a friend who offered him to carry the

Gold in form of Paste and deliver the same to one person at Mumbai as

directed by Mr. Fahim; that Mr. Fahim offered him handsome amount of Rs.

10,OO0/- per 100 Grams for the said work and as he was in financial crunch

due to COVID-l9, he agreed to the offer; that Mr Fahim provided him 04

Capsules of Gold Paste totally weighing approximately 600 to 650 Grams and

had promised to pay Rs. 60,000/- after delivery of the Gold to the concerned

person in Mumbai; that Mr. Fahim also told him to carry the said 04

Capsules by concealing in rectum to evade normal detection in Door Frame

Metal Detector (DFMD) scanner before the Indian Customs; that as per

direction of Mr. Fahim he carried the 04 capsule of Gold Paste by concealing

the same in his rectum; that as per directions of Mr. Fahim he booked ticket

Ior Emirates flight to Ahmedabad and accordingly after reaching Ahmedabad

he was to travel to Mumbai and on reaching Mumbai a person was to

approach him to take delivery of gold paste in capsule form and after

confirmation the person from Mumbai was supposed to give him amount of

Rs. 60,000/-.

)- he confirmed the events narrated in the panchnama drawn on 08/ 12l2O2O

on arrival at Terminal-2, SVPI Airport, Ahmedabad; that when the officer

asked him repeatedly about concealment of any metallic item on his body,

he admitted that he had concealed gold in semi solid Paste form kept in a
plastic pouch wrapped with adhesive tapes and made into oval shape

capsules and inserted into the rectum; that the same was handed over to the
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officers; that a gold bar 599.540 Grams of Gold having purity of 24 KT valued

at Rs. 3O,84,933/- [Market Value] arld Rs. 26,06,524 l- [Tariff Value]

retrieved from the said concealed gold in semi solld form in 04 Capsules

carried by him was seized during Panchnama dated 08 I 12 /2020 under the

provision of Customs Act, 1962; tl:.at during the said Panchnama

proceedings Gold paste in form of totai 08 Capsules were recovered from him

and one of his friend Mr. Mohamed Wasique, which were concealed by both

inside their body (rectum) and after retrieval of Gold from Gold paste were

seized by the officers of Customs Air Intelligence Unit, Ahmedabad.

i He lurther stated that he was aware that Gold in any form in commercial

quantity was not allowed to be imported in passenger baggage and since he

was carrying 599.540 Grams of Gold which was in commercial quantity and

not his genuine baggage, he was sure that the same would be seized if
declared by him before Customs and so he opted for green channel with a

view to evade payment of customs duty.

! That he confirmed the recovery of 599.540 Grams of Gold from his

possession; that gold had been attempted to smuggle inside india by way of

concealment in rectum with an intent to evade payment of Customs duty

which was a clear violation of the provisions of Customs Act, 1962 are liable

for confiscation as per the provisions of Customs Act, 1962, and hence, the

same were placed under seizure along with packing material.

) He stated that he knew that smuggling of gold without payment of customs

duty is an offence but as he had intention to evade customs duty, so he tried

to smuggle the gold by carrying in paste form and concealing the same in

rectum and did not declare the goods before the Customs officer; that he was

fully aware that clearing Gold in any form in excess of the eligible quantities

for passenger without declaring before Customs, with an intent to evade

payment of customs duty was an offence, under the provisions of Customs

Act, 1962 and Regulations and that he also did not fiie any Declaration form

lor declaring dutiable goods to Customs.

> His date of birth was 09 lO7 11997 and educational qualification is B.Com;

that he can read, write and understand Urdu, Bhatkal, English and Hindi

languages; that his mobile No is +91-8867709910 and he had completed his

B. Com in 2019 and doing nothing since 2019 due to COVID-19 situation.

, That he had travelled to UAE (Dubai, Sharjah, etc) in the past in search of

job; that the trips were sponsored by his father and in the present case he

travelied to Dubai on 28l11l2O2O and returned to India on 8th December,
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2020 through Ahmedabad Airport on Emirates Flight EK 0538; that the

tickets for the present trip were also purchased by him through the travel

agent.

F That he had visited Dubai specifically for search of job, but was not

successful; that he found opportunity to explore readymade garment

business and purchased ladies readymade garments; that in Dubai he came

in contact with one Mr. Fahim through a friend who offered him to carry the

Gold in form of Paste and deliver the same to one person at Mumbai as

directed by Mr. Fahim; that Mr. Fahim offered him handsome amount of Rs.

10,000/- per 100 Grams for the said work and as he was in financial crunch

due to COVID-l9, he agreed to the offer; that Mr. Fahim provided him 04

Capsules of Gold Paste totally weighing approximately 600 to 650 Grams and

had promised to pay Rs. 60,000/- after deiivery of the Gold to the concerned

person in Mumbai; that Mr. Fahim also told him to carry the said O4

Capsules by concealing in rectum to evade normal detection in Door Frame

Metal Detector (DFMD) scanner before the Indian Customs; that as per

direction of Mr. Fahim he carried the 04 capsule of Gold Paste by concealing

the same in his rectum; that as per directions of Mr. Fahim he booked ticket

for Emirates flight to Ahmedabad and accordingly after reaching Ahmedabad

he was to travel to Mumbai and on reaching Mumbai a person was to

approach him to take delivery of gold paste in capsule form and after

confirmation the person from Mumbai was supposed to give him amount of

Rs. 60,00O/-.

} He confirmed the events narrated in the panchnama drawn on 08/ 12l2O2O

on arrival at Terminal-2, SVPI Airport, Ahmedabad; that when the officer

asked him repeatedly about concealment of any metallic item on his body,

he admitted that he had concealed gold in semi solid Paste form kept in a
plastic pouch wrapped with adhesive tapes and made into oval shape

capsules and inserted into the rectum; that the same was handed over to the

offrcers; that a gold bar weighing 595.370 Grams of Gold having purity of 24

KT valued at Rs. 30,63,4761- lMarket Valuel and Rs. 25,88,395/- [Tariff
Value] was retrieved from the said concealed gold in semi solid form in 04

Capsules and was seized during Panchnama dated 08/ 12l2O2O under the

provision of Customs Act, 1962; that during the said Panchnama

proceedings Gold paste in form of total 08 Capsules were recovered from him

and one of his friend Mr. Abdul Khadir Muazzam Kola, which were concealed

by both inside their body (in rectum) and after retrieval of Gold from Gold

paste same were seized by the officers of Customs Air Intelligence Unit,

Ahmedabad.

} He further stated that he was aware that Gold in any form in commercial

quantity was not allowed to be imported in passenger baggage and since he
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was carrying 595.370 Grams of Gold which was in commercial quantity and

not his genuine baggage, he was sure that the same would be seized if
declared by him before Customs and so he opted for green channel with a
view to evade payment of customs duty.

) That he confirmed the recovery of 595.370 Grams of Gold from his

possession; that gold had been attempted to smuggle inside India by way of

concealment in rectum with an intent to evade payment of Customs duty

which was a clear violation of the provisions of Customs Act, 1962 are liable

for confiscation as per the provisions of Customs Act, 1962, and hence, the

same were placed under seizure along with packing material.

F He stated that he knew that smuggling of gold without payment of customs

duty is an offence but as he had intention to evade customs duty, so he tried

to smuggle the gold by carrying in paste form and concealing the same in

rectum and did not declare the goods before the Customs officer; that he was

ful1y aware that clearing Gold in any form in excess of the eligible quantities

for passenger without declaring before Customs, with an intent to evade

payment of customs duty was an offence, under the provisions of Customs

Act, 7962 and Regulations and that he also did not file any Declaration form

for declaring dutiable goods to Customs.

5. Accordingly, Show Cause Notice was issued to Mr. Abdul Khadir Muazzam

Kola to show cause in writing to the Additional/Joint Commissioner of Customs,

Ahmedabad, as to why :

ll 24KT goid bar-l having purity of 999.0 weighing 599.540 Grams

retrieved from semi solid substance material consisting of Gold & other

Chemical Mix, totaily weighing 663.600 grams having total value of Rs.

30,84,9331- [Market Value] and Rs. 26,06,5241-lTartfI Valuel placed

under seizure vide panchnama drawn on 08l 12l2O2O and Seizure Memo

dated 08/1212O2O, should not be confiscated under the provisions of

Sections 111(d), 111(i), 111(l) and 111(m) of the Customs Act, 1962;

ii) The packing material adhesive tapes in different colour used as packing

material to conceal and hide the gold place under seizure under

panchnama dated 08/ 12 l2O2O should not be confiscated under Section

1 18(a) and 119 of the Customs Act, 1962.

iii) penalty should not be imposed upon him under Section 112(a) and

112(b) of the Act;
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6. Accordingly, Show Cause Notice was issued to Mr. Mr. Mohamed Wasique

Kola to show cause in writing to the Additional/Joint Commissioner of Customs,

Ahmedabad, as to why :

i) 24KT gold bar-2 having purity of 999.0 weighing 595.370 Grams

retrieved from semi solid substance material consisting of Gold & other

Chemical Mix, totally weighing 662.400 grams having total value of Rs.

30,63,4761- [Market Value] and Rs. 25,88,395 l- lTariff Valuel placed

under seizure vide panchnama drawn on 08/I2|2O2O and Seizure

Memo dated O8/12/2O2O, should not be confiscated under the

provisions of Sections 111(d), 11i(i), 111(1) and 111(m) of the Customs

4ct,7962;

ii) The packing material adhesive tapes in different colour used as packing

material to conceal and hide the gold place under seizure under

panchnama drawn on OBl12l2O2O and Seizure Memo dated

08 I 12 I 2O2O should not be confiscated under Section 1 18(a) and i 19 of

the Customs Act, 1962.

iii) penalty should not be imposed upon him under Section 112(a) and

1 12(b) of the Act;

7- PERSONAL HEARING and DEFENCE REPLY:-

Mr. Abdul Khadir Muazzam Kola and Mr. Mohamed Wasique have not filed

any defence reply to the show cause notice issued.

Mr. Abdul Khadir Mtazzam Kola and Mr. Mohamed Wasique were given

opportunity for personal hearing on 37.03.2022, 11.04.2022 atd 2O.O4.2O22. 1

find that the Noticees have not bothered to appear for personal hearing on all the

opportunities provided, nor they have filed defence reply to the SCN. It is pertinent

to mention that proviso to sub-section (2) of Section l22A of the Customs Act,l962

provides that adjournment of opportunity of being heard shall not be granted more

than three times to a party during the proceeding. In the instant case, the Noticees

have been granted sufficient opportunities of being heard in person for three times

but they failed to appear and therefore I proceed further to decide the case on the

basis of evidences available on record.

DISCUSSIONS AND FINDINGS

9. I have carefully gone through the facts of the case. Though sufficient

opportunity for filing reply and personal hearing had been given, the Noticees have
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not come forward to file their reply/submissions or to appear for the personal

hearing opportunities offered to them. The adjudicaticn proceedings cannot wait

until the Noticees makes it convenient to file their submissions and appear for the

personal hearing. I, therefore, take up the case for adjudication ex-parte on the

basis of evidences available on record.

10. The main issues to be decided in the instant case (show cause notice) are

whether the 599.540 grams of 24Kt. gold bar of purity 999.0 derived from 663.600

grams of semi solid (paste form) substance consisting of Gold and Chemical Mix

recovered from Mr. Abdul Khadir Muazzarn Kola from his body (rectum) and

595.370 grams of 24Kt. gold bar of purity 999.0 derived from 662.400 grams of

semi solid (paste form) substance consisting of Gold and Chemical Mix recovered

from Mr. Mohamed Wasique Kola from his body (rectum) and various coloured

adhesive tapes used for packing the said gold in paste form which was seized

vide seizure order under panchnama proceedings both dated O8.12.2O2O is

liable for confiscation or not and whether the passengers are liable for penalty

under Section I 12 of the Customs Act, 1962.

11. I hnd that the seizure of said impugned gold was made under the provisions

of Customs Act, 1962 on a reasonable belief that the impugned goods are smuggied

into India and hence liable for confiscation. The panchnama ciearly draws out the

fact that the passengers were intercepted when they were about to exit the

international arrival hail of the Aiiport by opting for green channel without

declaring to the Customs, about the gold carried by them. The passengers have

also stated that the gold recovered from them in the form of semi solid paste was

concealed in their rectum for the purpose of carrying and concealing the material

so that the same remained invisible to the Customs Officer. It is also on record that

the Government approved valuer has tested and certified on 08.12.2020 that

599.540 grams of 24Kt. gold bar of purity 999.0 derived from the 663.600 grams

of semi solid substance consisting of gold and chemical mix recovered from Mr.

Abdul Khadir Msazzam Kola is having value of Rs. 30,84,933/- (Rupee Thirty

Lakhs Eighty-Four Thousand Nine Hundred and Thirty-Three only) [Market Vaiue]

and Rs. 26,06,5241- (Rupee Twenty-Six Lakhs Six Thousand Five Hundred and

Twenty-Four only) [Tariff Value] and 595.370 grams of 24Kt. gold bar of purity

999.0 derived from 662.400 grams of semi solid substance consisting of gold and

chemical mix recovered from Mr. Mohamed Wasique is having value of Rs.

30,63,476 I - (Rupee Thirty Lakhs Sixty Three Thousand Four Hundred and Seventy

Six only) [Market Value] and Rs. 25,88,395/- (Rupee Twenty Five Lakhs Eighty

Eight Thousand Three Hundred and Ninety Five only) [Tariff Value]. The recovered

gold was accordingly seized vide Seizure Order under Panchnama proceedings both

dated O8.12.2020 in the presence of the passengers and Panchas.
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12. I also find that the panchnama has recorded as to how the gold was extracted

from the said semi solid substance consisting of gold and chemical mix (paste

form). I further find that the passengers have neither questioned the panchnama

proceedings at the material time nor controverted the facts detailed in the

panchnama during the course of recording of their statement. Every procedure

conducted was recorded in the panchnama in the presence of the panchas,

Customs officers, as well as the passengers. The passengers have not controverted

any of the facts narrated in their deposition and have admitted in their statements

dated 08.12.2020 that the gold in semi solid paste form was imported in
contravention of the provisions of Customs Act, 1962 and the Regulations made

under it. In fact, in their statements dated 08.12.2020, the passengers admitted

that they had intentionally not declared the seized items i.e., 599.540 grams of

24Kt. gold bar of purity 999.0 derived from the 663.600 grams of semi solid

substance consisting of gold and chemical mix recovered from Mr. Abdul Khadir

Muazzam Kola and 595.370 grams of 24Kt. gold bar of purity 999.0 derived from

662.400 grams of semi solid substance consisting of gold and chemical mix

recovered from Mr. Mohamed Wasique on their arrival before the Customs officer

with an intent to clear them illicitly and evade payment of Customs duty.

13. I find that the passengers in their statements recorded had admitted that the

said gold was given to them by one person named Mr. Fahim who had offered them

to pay Rs. 10,000/- for carrying per 100 grams of the impugned gold into India. In

their statement the noticees had admitted that it was given by another person for

carrying it to India for a renumeration which clearly shows that the impugned

goods attempted to be carried and brought in to the territorial limits of India are

not bonafide personal effects/ goods.

14. Based on the above-mentioned facts, I find that the 599.540 grams of 24Kt.

gold bar of purity 999.0 derived from the 663.600 grams of semi solid substance

consisting of gold and chemical mix concealed in rectum recovered from Mr. Abdui

Khadir Muazzam Kola and 595.370 grams of 24Kt. gold bar of purity 999.0 derived

from 662.400 grams of semi solid substance consisting of gold and chemical mix

concealed in rectum recovered from Mr. Mohamed Wasique, were improperly

imported by the passengers, secretly concealed in an ingenious way so as to
smuggle the gold into India with an intention to evade payment of Customs Dut5r.

The very fact that the gold was mixed with other substance and was found in semi

solid condition shows that the passengers had a clear mens rea to smuggle the

impugned go1d. It is seen that the passengers had not deciared the gold carried by

them to the Customs and the same was concealed ingeniously in their rectum to

avoid detection by the Customs. The gold imported by the passengers in their

person was given to them by some other person from abroad for delivering it to
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some other person in India for a monetary consideration. Thus, by way of

improperiy importing the impugned gold by the passengers by secretly concealing

it on their person and the deliberate and conscious attempt made by them to
remove it illicitly from the Customs Airport without declaration to evade Customs

duty, has rendered the impugned goods the nature of non-bonafrde goods with

commercial considerations contravening the provisions of Customs Act, 1962 and

the Rules and Regulations made under it. By improperly importing (smuggling) the

said gold, the passengers have contravened the para 2.26 of the Foreign Trade

Policy 2015-20 and Section 1 I (1) of the Foreign Trade (Development and

Regulation) Act, 7992 read with Section 3(2) and 3(3) of the Foreign Trade

(Development and Regulation) Act, 1992 further read in conjunction with Section

11(3) of Customs Act ,7962 and the relevant provisions of Baggage Rules, 2016,

Customs Baggage Declaration Regulations, 2013 and Notilication No.50/2017-

Customs dated 30.06.2017 as amended.

15. Hon'ble Supreme Court in the case of Om Prakash Bhatia reported at 2003

( 155) ELT 423 (SC) has held that if importation and exportation of goods are subject

to certain prescribed conditions, which are to be fulfilled before or after clearance

of goods, goods would fall within the ambit of 'prohibited goods' if such conditions

are not fulfilled. In the instant case, the gold recovered from the passengers was in

the paste form wrapped in adhesive tape as capsules inserted in their rectum, are

goods prohibited in nature. Hence, I am of the view that the gold recovered from

the passengers would be liable to absolute conliscation. The passengers in their

statement dated 08.12.2020 stated that the gold carried their in rectum in the form

of paste was carried by them from Dubai and that it was given to him by Mr. Fahim

who had offered them Rs. 10,000/- for carrying per 100 grams of gold into India.

Further, Mr. Fahim had informed them that on reaching Mumbai, some person

would approach them for taking delivery of the said gold and on conl-rrmation they

were to receive Rs. 60,000/- each. They further admitted that they were aware that

import of gold was a punishable offence under Customs Act, 1962 and they had

brought the gold in the paste form as capsules inserted in rectum to evade payment

of Customs Duty. In the instant case, I therefore refrain from using my discretion

to give an option to redeem the gold on payment of redemption fine, as envisaged

under Section 125 of the Act.

16. Hence, it is proved beyond doubt that by the above-described acts of

contravention and commission of offences by the passengers, the 599.540 grams

of 24Kt. gold bar of purity 999.0 derived from the 663.600 grams of semi soiid

substance consisting of gold and Chemical Mix recovered from Mr. Abdul Khadir

Muazzarrr Kola having value of Rs. 30,84,933/- (Rupee Thirty Lakhs Eighty Four

Thousand Nine Hundred and Thity Three only) [Market Value] and Rs.26,06,524 l-
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(Rupee Twenty-Six Lakhs Six Thousand Five Hundred and Twenty-Four only)

lTariff Valuel and 595.370 grams of 24Kt. gold bar of purity 999.0 derived from

662.400 grams of semi solid substance consisting of gold and chemical mix

recovered from Mr. Mohamed Wasique having value of Rs. 30,63,476/- (Rupee

Thirty Lakhs Sixty Three Thousand Four Hundred and Seventy Six only) [Market
Valuel and Rs. 25,88,395/- (Rupee Twenty-Five Lakhs Eighty-Eight Thousand

Three Hundred and Ninefy-Five only) [Tariff Value] and seized vide Seizure Orders

under Panchnama proceedings all dated 08.12.2O2O are liabie to confiscation

under the provisions of Section 111(d), (0, (l) and(m) of the Customs Act, 1962 and

I hold accordingiy.

L7. Further, the adhesive tape used as packing material to pack/cover and

carry the gold by way of concealment in the form of semi solid paste inside

rectum of the passengers is aiso liable for confiscation under the provisions of

Section 119 of the Customs Act 1962 and I hold accordingly.

18. Given the facts of the present case before me, the gold that was carried and

attempted to be removed undeclared to the Customs by the passengers, by way of

concealing it ingeniously by inserting it inside their rectum is thus prohibited in

nature and is liable to be conliscated absolutely. I therefore hold that the 599.54O

grams of 24Kt. gold bar of purity 999.0 derived from the 663.600 grams of semi

solid substance consisting of gold and chemical mix recovered from Mr. Abdul

Khadir Muazzam Kola and 595.370 grams of 24Kt. gold bar of purity 999.0 derived

frorn 662.400 grams of semi solid substance consisting of gold and chemical mix

re covered from Mr. Mohamed Wasique and seized vide Seizure orders under

panchnama proceedings all dated O8.12.2O2O are liable for absolute confiscation

under Section 1 1 1(d), (i), (l) & (m) of the Act.

19. I find that Mr. Abdul Khadir Muazzam Kola and Mr. Mohamed Wasique have

involved themselves and abetted smuggling of the said impugned gold which was

carried by them and attempted to be removed illicitly by way of concealing the same

inside their body without declaration and attempted to exit the Airport by opting

for green channel clearance. The passengers have admitted in their statement

dated 08. 12.2020 that the gold was not purchased by tJlem and that the gold was

given to them by one Mr. Fahim who met them in Dubai and offered them Rs.

10,000/- to carry per 10O grams of gold into India and the same would be collected

from them by a person on reaching Mumbai. Thus, it is clear that the passengers

have concerned themselves with carrying, removing, keeping, concealing and

dealing with the smuggied gold which they know very well that the same are liable

for confiscation under Section 1 11 of the Customs Act, 1962. Therefore, I find that

the passengers by their above-described deliberate act of abetting the smuggling
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and knowingly concerning themselves with carrying, removing, keeping concealing

and dealing with the impugned gold is liable for penalty under the provisions of

Section 1 12 of the Customs Act,l962 and I hold accordingly.

ORDER

I order absolute confiscation of 599.540 grams of 24Kt. gold bar of purity

999.0 derived from the 663.600 grams of semi solid substance consisting of

gold and Chemical Mix recovered from Mr. Abdul Khadir Muazzam Kola

having value of Rs. 30,84,933/- (Rupee Thirty Lakhs Eighty Four Thousand

Nine Hundred and Thity Three only) [Market Value] and Rs.26,06,5241-

(Rupee Twenty-Six Lakhs Six Thousand Five Hundred and Twenty-Four only)

[Tariff Value], which was seized vide Seizure order under panchnama

proceedings both dated OB.l2.2O2O under the provisions of Section 111(d),

(i), (l) and (m) of the Customs Act, 7962;

I order absolute confiscation of 595.37O grams of 24Kt. gold bar of purity

999.O derived from 662.40O grams of semi solid substance consisting of goid

and chemical mix recovered from Mr. Mohamed Wasique having value of Rs.

30,63,4761- (Rupee Thirty Lakhs Sixty Three Thousand Four Hundred and

Seventy Six only) [Market Value] and Rs. 25,88,395/- (Rupee Twenty-Pive

Lakhs Eighty-Eight Thousand Three Hundred and Ninety-Five only) [Tariff
Value], which seized vide Seizure order under panchnama proceedings

both dated O8.12.2O2O under the provisions of Section 1 1 1(d), (i), (l) and (m)

of the Customs Act 1962'

I order absolute confiscation of the packing/ concealing material i.e.,

adhesive tapes of different colour, used for concealing the gold in semi

solid paste form inside the rectum of the passengers under Section 119 of

the Customs Act, 1962;

1V I impose a penalty of Rs. 1O,OO,OOO/- (Rupees Ten Lakhs Only) on Mr.

Abdul Khadir Muazzam Kola under the provisions of Section 112(i) oi the

Customs Act 1962.

I impose a penalfy of Rs. 1O,OO,OOO/- Rupees Ten Lakhs Onlyf on Mr.

Mohamed Wasique under the provisions of Section 112(i) of theCustomsAct
1 c)6.O
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20. Accordingly, I pass the foilowing Order.

ii.



2L. This order is issued without prejudice to any other action that may be taken

against the Noticee/ Noticees or any other person(s) concerned with said goods

under the Customs Act, 1962, or any other law for the time being in force in India.

22. Accordingly, the SCN No.

lO.O5.2O2l is disposed of.

VIII/ 1O- 146lSVPIA/O&A/ HQ I 2o2o-2), dated

"e s-. D k
(Abilash K. Sreenivasanl

Additional Commissioner

F No vIII/ 10-146/SVPIA /O&,AlHQl2O2O-21
DrN - 2022047 tIltrN OOOO2 \ 4627

Date: 25 /O4 12022

By Speed Post AD

To:-

(1) Mr. Mohammed Waslque
Mubeena Manzll, Near Jamia Masjid Magdoom Colony,
Bhatkal, Karwar, Karnataka - 581320

(2) Mr. Abdul Khadir Muazzam Kola,
Bunder Road, 5e Cross, Roshal Garden,
Baitul Falah, Bhatkal, Karwar, Karnataka - 581320.

Copy to:-

1) The Commissioner of Customs, Ahmedabad.

2) The Deputy Commissioner of Customs(AIU), SVPIA, Ahmedabad.

3) The Deputy Commissioner of Customs (Task Force), Ahmedabad.

a) The Deputy Commissioner of Customs (Prosecution), Ahmedabad.

5) The Assistant Commissioner of Customs, SVPIA, Ahmedabad.

6) The System In-Charge, Customs, HQ., Ahmedabad for uploading on the

official web-site i.e. http: / / www. ahmedabadcustoms. gov. in

7) Guard File.
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